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Enhanced Version Control for Unconventional
Applications
by
Ahmed Saleh Shatnawi
The University of Wisconsin–Milwaukee, 2017
Under the Supervision of Professor Ethan V. Munson
The Extensible Markup Language (XML) is widely used to store, retrieve, and share
digital documents. Recently, a form of Version Control System has been applied
to the language, resulting in Version-Aware XML allowing for enhanced portability
and scalability. While Version Control Systems are able to keep track of changes
made to documents, we think that there is untapped potential in the technology. In
this dissertation, we present novel ways of using Version Control System to enhance
the security and performance of existing applications. We present a framework to
maintain integrity in oﬄine XML documents and provide non-repudiation security
features that are independent of central certificate repositories. In addition, we use
Version Control information to enhance the performance of Automated Policy En-
forcement eXchange framework (APEX), an existing document security framework
developed by Hewlett-Packard (HP) Labs.
Finally, we present an interactive and scalable visualization framework to represent
Version-Aware-related data that helps users visualize and understand version control
data, delete specific revisions of a document, and access a comprehensive overview
of the entire versioning history.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
A document lifecycle is defined as a set of stages, where a document goes through
some or all these stages. The stages of a document lifecycle might include: creation,
storage, retrieval, searching, sharing and archiving. Not all documents will pass
through all stages.
Recent events, such as the strong hurricanes that hit the U.S. in 2017, show
that even in the developed world, online services may only function intermittently.
In order to deal with such cases, computer scientists should think seriously about
alternative approaches that support information technology services during oﬄine
periods while maintaining security.
Today’s use of documents has changed substantially from 20 years ago. Docu-
ments are being accessed through portable devices, the rate at which documents are
generated has increased, and there has also been an increase in the number of Web
services and social media applications, many of which are document-based. Con-
sidering these issues, Simske and Balinsky [1] concluded that the typical document
life-cycle does not provide sufficient privacy or security.
The Extensible Markup Language (XML) is a widely used language that defines
rules to represent digital documents in a readable way for both humans and ma-
chines. Many modern applications rely on XML to store, retrieve, and process their
data. For example, MS Office and LibreOffice “files” are archives containing mul-
tiple XML files. Modern Electronic Health Record (EHR) systems make extensive
use of XML [2, 3, 4]. Thus, XML document security must be maintained through
the whole document life-cycle as they might contain private or classified informa-
tion. Specifically, unauthorized changes and the complete sequence of changes made
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to the document should be identifiable. In this dissertation, we will focus on XML
documents and their applications.
However, since we are talking about documents, we need to discuss the impor-
tance of collaborative authoring where people work together on shared documents
to accomplish certain tasks. Collaborative authoring could happen online through a
centralized service or could happen oﬄine via secondary storage devices such as flash
drives, compact disc (CD) and digital versatile discs (DVD).
Society has adopted collaboration on documents because the document is a shared
responsibility, individual authors seek help from others to improve productivity and
innovation, and a document is modified over time by people whose roles change or
evolve. However, collaboration on documents presents security challenges that could
affect the correctness of documents, expose confidential information to unauthorized
users, and compromise the availability of the data. Besides, many collaborative
frameworks nowadays rely on access control and security policies to maintain secu-
rity, where both access control and security policies are determined at the time the
document is created and are assumed to be unchanging [5]; or they can be modified
afterward by the owners/administrators in a manual fashion [6].
The norm that a document will be initially assigned a set of static security pa-
rameters without taking into consideration the possibility that the content of the
documents could change over time. This may lead to the exposure of sensitive infor-
mation to unauthorized people (information leakage).
In an effort to address these issues, HP Labs developed a framework called Auto-
mated Policy Enforcement eXchange [7] (APEX) in order to ensure the enforcement
of security policies while the document’s content changes dynamically. We will dis-
cuss APEX in detail in Section 2.2.
The subject of document security is a rather broad topic; therefore, a brief descrip-
tion of what is in the scope for our work is in order. Historically, the Confidentiality,
Integrity, and Availability (CIA) principles have been considered to be the backbone
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of information security [8]. A system that maintains Confidentiality prevents data
from being revealed to unauthorized users. A system that maintains Integrity guar-
antees the accuracy of data during the whole document life-cycle. A system that
maintains Availability ensures continuous data availability when it is needed.
The second order security principles are Assurance, Authenticity, and Anonymity
(AAA). These principles were designed to support the CIA principles as security
researchers tried to cope with modern computer security challenges. A system that
maintains Assurance will provide a trusted system by making sure to enforce policies
and permissions. A system that maintains Authenticity should identify users and
determine whether a particular user is authorized to do a certain task. A system that
maintains Anonymity requires separating any digital transactions from identifying
information that can be used to identify authorized users.
The authenticity principle leads to the non-repudiation security principle. A
system that supports non-repudiation is able to provide a non-repudiable proof of
actions the authorized users have made. Non-repudiation can be accomplished by
using digital signatures.
Relying only on both CIA and AAA to achieve information security without
paying attention to implementation, usage, and design details can lead to security
flaws in system design, and hence, to a non-secure system. For instance, to make a
document’s content confidential, an encryption algorithm should be used to transform
the document plaintext to ciphertext. If a weak encryption algorithm or a weak key
is used, security problems will follow.
A Version control system (VCS) is a tool that is used to track, store, and manage
changes made to documents. VCSs were developed initially to help software develop-
ers collaborate on the production of correct software documents. Using a VCS allows
management of revisions, switching between revisions, and merging documents. In
addition, version control data provides a rich source of information to enhance users’
collaboration process and help to produce a higher quality of work. More details
3
about VCSs and their basic operations can be found in Section 2.1.
Recently, a novel version control technology called Version-Aware XML docu-
ments was presented by Thao and Munson [9]. Version-Aware XML documents store
the entire revision history of a document inside the document itself without relying
on a central repository. Adopting Version-Aware XML document technology frees
users from any obligations to use a repository or any network connections to col-
laborate. Hence, it provides oﬄine documents the ability to have many of the same
sophisticated version control features as traditional, online software version control
systems.
Our primary goal of this Ph.D. dissertation is to provide an enhancement to
Version-Aware XML document technology and then use the technology in innovative
ways to improve the security and performance of other applications.
The research will address four main topics:
• Enhancing Version-Aware XML documents.
• Enhancing the Automated Policy Enforcement eXchange(APEX).
• Maintaining integrity and non-repudiation in secure oﬄine documents.
• Providing interactive graphical user interfaces for version control systems.
Chapter 2 presents the background information and previous research. Sub-
sequently, Chapter 3 discuss determining UID length, our results and evaluation.
Chapter 4 discuss enhancing the Automated Policy Enforcement eXchange (APEX)
the motivation and our proposed solutions. Chapter 5 discuss maintaining integrity
and non-repudiation in secure oﬄine documents, our results and evaluation. Chap-
ter 6 discuss interactive graphical user interfaces for Version-Aware XML document
our results, and evaluation. Chapter 7 summarizes the contributions of our research
and presents possible future enhancements.
4
Chapter 2
Background
This chapter presents background information and previous research important for
understanding the ideas presented in this dissertation. Section 2.1 will discuss version
control systems; in particular, Version-Aware XML documents and related work. Sec-
tion 2.2 will discuss related work in the secure document literature, and focus on the
APEX framework, noting issues that arise from it. Section 2.3 will discuss research
related to maintaining integrity and non-repudiation in secure oﬄine documents. We
will also discuss the need for generating unique XML tag IDs and choosing an op-
timal length for unique IDs. Finally, Section 2.4 will discuss other work on version
control visualization systems.
2.1 Version Control
Version control systems are used to track, store, and manage all the changes made to
documents. Version control systems generally support a common set of operations:
• Create: The create operation issued to create a new empty repository to store
files in the version control system.
• Checkout: The checkout operation issued to get a snapshot (copy) of a version
from the repository in order to work on. We call this copy the working copy.
• Commit: The commit operation issued to write changes made on the working
copy to the repository. The operation crests a new version of the file.
• Diff: The diff operation finds the differences between the working copy and
another version or between any other two versions.
5
• Branch: The branch operation is used to create an independent version path (or
branch). An example would be when two users collaborating on a repository
for a program, and it has several bugs. The first collaborator plans to fix
these bugs and publish the corrected code, while at the same time, the second
collaborator wants to create a new version of the software that contains extra
features. Thus, the branch will be used to go in both directions, fixing the bugs
and creating a new version of the software.
• Merge: The merge operation issued to merge changes made in two branches.
Using the previous example, after the first collaborator finishes fixing the bugs
in one branch and the second collaborator finishes adding features in another,
they merge both branches to get a new version without bugs and with support
for the new features added.
Current version control systems use two main techniques to store versioning data.
They either store a complete copy of each new revision, or they store deltas, which
represent only the difference between two revisions. Examples of version control
systems that store only deltas are Visual SourceSafe and Source Code Control Sys-
tem [10] (SCCS), whereas a modern VCS like Git stores snapshots of revisions instead
of string deltas [11].
As version control systems have evolved, two main types emerged: centralized
and distributed. Many papers in the literature discuss both types of version control
and illustrate the advantages and disadvantages of using each type [12, 13].
A centralized version control system has a central repository, where a client-server
approach is adopted to store the revisions in the central repository. In contrast to
the distributed version control systems, centralized version control systems cannot be
used oﬄine, the users must be connected to the system at all the times. Also, a single
point of failure is a possible scenario when one server is being used [14, 15, 16, 17, 18].
An advantage of using a centralized VCS over distributed VCS is that when the
project has a large version history, or the project has many large files, the distributed
6
version control systems would not be efficient at handling the load. Sink [19] presents
a more detailed contrast. A summary of the advantages and disadvantages of both
distributed and centralized version control systems are shown in Table 2.1. In this
dissertation, portability and speed will be the most prioritized features that will
discuss.
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As stated above, a distributed version control system, known as Version-Aware
XML documents, was recently developed by Thao and Munson [9]. Version-Aware
documents utilize reverse deltas stored inside the document file itself, without relying
on a central repository. In this case, reverse deltas represent the changes between
each version of a changed document, rather than storing the versions of a document
as a whole document every time a change has been made on top of the document.
When reverse deltas are applied to a current document, a previous version of the
document is retrieved. The Version-Aware technology was initially evaluated using
Inkscape graphics editor.
The Version-Aware XML document technology essentially has three XML exten-
sions on top of the XML document:
• A Revision-history element wraps a list of all revisions in the form of reverse
deltas. Each revision history node has a unique ID attribute to support both
branching and merging and has an attribute called “parent” that references the
previous revision elements.
• A unique ID is added to each XML document element to identify each node.
The use of unique IDs helps assure that changes are identified correctly and
efficiently. The unique ID-based technique shows a performance enhancement
to distinguishing changes made in each revision, and improved conflict detection
compared to the hash-based model [20].
• An XML signature for the version data, which is used to verify its integrity.
In order to see if the Version-Aware approach is practical for modern office soft-
ware, Pandey and Munson [21] modified LibreOffice Writer application to see if the
unique document element IDs used by the Version-Aware approach could be sup-
ported. They showed that this was possible with very modest changes to the Writer
code base.
Microsoft Office documents are actually a set of compressed XML files that store
9
data, style, settings, etc. Coakley et al. [22] created a custom Microsoft Word add-
on to support Version-Aware XML document technology. Revisions of the document
content were stored as a separate copy (snapshot) in a sub-directory inside the docu-
ment. Success in applying the Version-Aware XML document technology to Microsoft
Word was limited, they were not able to stamp each XML node in the underlying
document representation with unique IDs due to Microsoft security restrictions. Re-
cently, Alexandre et al. [23] were able to adapt the unique IDs technique in MS Word
documents using the Microsoft Word’s Revision Save ID (RSID), which will allow
the use of efficient merging and differencing algorithms discussed in [20].
2.2 Automated Policy Enforcement eXchange frame-
work(APEX)
Maintaining document security during the whole document life-cycle has become
an important requirement nowadays and is considered a significant challenge in the
document engineering field [1].
Security challenges arise when users collaborate on documents. The changes
made can affect the correctness of documents, expose confidential information to
unauthorized users, and compromise the availability of the data. Confidential data
can be exposed to unauthorized users when emailing, printing or sharing XML files
that contain sensitive data. Additionally, conventional document security approaches
apply a static set of security parameters to a document or its component elements [24,
25].
Throughout this section and in Chapter 4, we will use exposure operations to
denote operations that could lead to information leakage. These operations include
printing, emailing, moving documents, sharing, and more; all of which can make it
possible for unauthorized users get exposure to sensitive data inside documents.
Relying on static security policies and parameters without taking into consider-
10
ation the fact that the content of the documents could change over time can lead
to information leakage. For example, suppose a document is created and does not
contain any classified or confidential data at the time of creation. If the security
parameters are set to allow usage of exposure operations, and, later on, confidential
data is added to the document, the fixed security parameters will allow exposure
operations, leading to data leakage.
Trying to address the above security issues, HP Labs developed a framework
called Automated Policy Enforcement eXchange (APEX) to ensure the enforcement
of security policies as the content of document components changes over time. The
APEX [7] framework aims to:
1. Prevent unintentional actions that would violate security policies such as print-
ing sensitive data on a shared printer or emailing confidential information out-
side the company, etc.
2. Handle insider threats considered one of the biggest security concerns to any
organization, APEX would alleviate this threat by logging all actions performed
by insiders on confidential documents.
3. Decouple security policy enforcement actions from the software interface, en-
suring that all the documents in a local environment such as an organization,
company, and government agency will be monitored and protected during the
entire document life-cycle.
As shown in Figure 2.1, the APEX framework architecture is a client-server model.
• The server side has a central database and a policy editor.
– The central database holds policies to be enforced on documents inside an
organization or agency.
– The policy editor lets administration staff edit or create security policies
without manually interacting with the central database.
11
Figure 2.1: APEX Framework Architecture. [7]
• The client side’s main component is a daemon or process that intercepts any
user or system process action that can leak confidential content or metadata.
The daemon scans the entire content of the document components and their
metadata. When a user or a system process tries to perform certain actions on
a document or its associated metadata, a rule will be evaluated to determine
which security policy should be applied. The evaluation is based on the current
content of the document, its current metadata and the current security privilege
of the user or the system process that initiated the action.
Simske and Balinsky evaluated APEX framework in [26]. A limitation of their
framework will be when users worked with large documents; APEX added a notice-
able delay while analyzing the document against policies.
Although there is considerable research in the literature related to preventing
data leakage, there is little mention of dynamic policy enforcement as a mechanism
to secure resources during collaboration. In contrast to static policy enforcement,
dynamic policy enforcement takes the current content of the document into account
when determining which policy to apply. Yixiang et al [27] presented a technique
to prevent data leakage of sensitive information in multiple XML documents. The
12
authors discussed a data publishing applications as a use case to show how data leak-
age of sensitive information is possible through common knowledge. They required
the publisher (a human user) of XML files to specify manually which data should be
protected. This can be a laborious task when dealing with large XML files, and, they
did discuss fine-grained access control to prevent unauthorized users from executing
a particular action on top of a document.
Bertino et al. [28] developed a Java-based program called Author-X that provides
an access control system to let users browse and author XML documents. Author-X
will grant or deny access based on credential-based security policies. These security
policies control access at different granularity levels for XML documents based on
users’ credentials. Author-X supported browsing and authoring policies. Browsing
policies manage users’ privileges to read or navigate through the XML document
contents, whereas authoring policies manage users’ privileges to modify the XML
document content such as append, write, delete, or insert operations. Author-X does
not prevent people with sufficient privileges to access to the XML documents from
using exposure operations that could lead to data leakage.
2.3 Maintaining Integrity and Non-Repudiation in
Secure Oﬄine Documents
An important contribution of this dissertation research is to develop an efficient ap-
proach for maintaining the integrity and non-repudiation in oﬄine XML documents.
In this section, we will focus on medical information, to show the importance of
integrity and non-repudiation properties; and on MS Office which is widely used
with over 1.2 billion Office users [29]. Both medical information and MS office have
rigorous security requirements.
Verifying the integrity of medical data is essential. If a person can make changes
to medical documents oﬄine and push these changes through authorized users, then
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they have effectively circumvented access controls. Back in 2013, two nurses were
charged with falsifying stroke patients’ records in the United Kingdom [30], as a con-
sequence, 82 women died after having her records falsified by the nurses. Therefore,
knowing what document changes are made, and who made the changes, when sharing
Electronic Health Records (EHR) oﬄine is a vital requirement.
EHR is an electronic-based patient health records contains medical history, diag-
noses, medications, and other sensitive patient data. Although there is no standard
format for exchanging EHR in the U.S., many XML based standards have been
adopted by health care providers [31].
Similarly, the need to preserve XML document integrity and provide non-repudiation
can also be found in legislative and governance domains, where multiple parties col-
laborate to construct laws, policies, and regulations. Since sharing XML-based doc-
uments can happen oﬄine via flash drives and emails, the integrity of the files must
be checked before finalizing such documents. Before a document is shared for collab-
oration, it is necessary to provide a mechanism to track changes that will be made
to the document and verify the integrity of the document.
Both integrity and non-repudiation security features have been discussed in the
literature for medical record systems [32]. The authors conducted a survey paper to
identify frequently adopted security and privacy features for EHR systems. Related
security features of interest to us are integration and sharing of EHR and these
security policies.
However, rural areas and other regions with limited or unreliable internet connec-
tions make heavy use of oﬄine sharing, where protecting document integrity is not a
straightforward task. Unreliable internet connections, viruses, and lost hardware can
compromise the integrity of documents as all of these factors could lead to illegally
altering of data. Lacking the support of a central online version control repository to
maintain document integrity across users, we need to have secure oﬄine document
control systems.
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Multiple researchers have addressed the preservation of data integrity while col-
laboratively editing XML documents online. For instance, in [33] the authors used a
security region-object parallel flow (S-RPF) graph protocol that supports simultane-
ous updates of different parts of an XML document, while preserving both confiden-
tiality and integrity. In [34], Miklau and Suciu suggested a framework that provided
both accuracy and authenticity for web published data. The authors used datasets
annotations with unique data such as census data and medical databases that pro-
vided authorship evidence of the data. Liu et al. [35] discussed how to preserve XML
document integrity through concatenated hash functions, but they did not discuss
the mechanisms used to validate the users’ certificates.
While using EHR was efficient for working, storing and extending paper-based
medical records, researchers conducted their studies to analyze the impact on infor-
mation integrity using EHR in health systems.
Bowman et al. [36] discussed the consequences of using EHR while neglecting
security-oriented concerns and about document integrity. They discussed multiple
potential risks that could impact the information integrity in EHR systems includ-
ing user interface usability; lack of or poor documentation capture; copy and paste
practices; use of preexisting templates; and other errors related to software workflow.
However, they did not consider the risks from information tampering, other malicious
activity, or accidental integrity problems resulting from modifications during oﬄine
access.
Mohammed et al. [37] discussed the consequences of noncompliance with United
States privacy legislation (e. g. HIPAA and HITECH) in situations where integrity
and reliability of health care systems can be compromised. The authors suggested
conducting security assessments on a regular basis, and the institution of regular
system audits and information audits.
Considerable research has been published on providing secure access control and
updates in a distributed, cooperative environment for online tree-structured docu-
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ments like XML [38, 39]. One important issue is knowing whether shared files have
been tampered with by a non-authorized third party. An intruder or unauthorized
user might provide false medical information or inject harmful scripts in files that
will infect applications that parse the documents. While the negative effects of false
information are fairly obvious, the risks from XML injection could be quite severe and
can include data destruction or denial of service via malicious queries. An example
of XML injection is the billion laughs attack [40] that affects Microsoft XML Core
Services (MSXML) in Mac, this type of attack depletes the memory and crashes MS
Word.
MS Word documents are designed to be a portable, non-centralized way to col-
laborate and share data. MS Word itself provides a limited form of version control
and also allows users to sign their documents. However, Word does not provide a
complete version history, allowing the recipient of a signed document to know only
who last signed the document. Our approach provides an extensive document history
with author signatures at each step of the version history. We will discuss in more
detail about MS Word and version control in Chapter 5.
EPedigree [41] is an electronic document that provides support for chain tracking
dangerous drugs from the manufacturer to the consumer by storing data on the
history inventory using the pedigree XML schema. The data stored at each stage
in the chain from the manufacturer of the product to the seller is digitally signed
to provide both integrity and non-repudiation over the information stored. We will
discuss and contrast our approach verses ePedigree in Chapter 5.
EPedigree has been successfully deployed to secure the supply chains of drugs
in the pharmaceutical industry in the US [42]. This technology has been adopted
to prevent anti-counterfeiting by providing a full history of a particular batch of a
drug from the drug manufacturer to the consumer. It provides both integrity and
non-repudiation for each step in the drug distribution chain using digital certificates.
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However, ePedigree does not provide a complete oﬄine certificate validation pro-
cess. Also, ePedigree has a rapid document growth while propagating through the
chain.
2.4 Interactive Graphical User Interface for Version-
Aware Documents
Dealing with raw XML documents is not a straightforward task. Nontechnical users
cannot read or interpret XML files. Even for technical users, reading large XML files,
understanding the structure, and analyzing the data can be problematic [43].
Relatively few research projects have been performed regarding visualization tools
to convey a version control system’s versioning data. A large portion of this research
has been devoted to version control as applied to software development. We think
that concepts of VCS visualization apply equally across the software development
and XML domains, and have included this software-development focused research in
our literature review.
Ball and Eick [44] presented novel visualization techniques for production-scale
software systems. Until now, they are some of the most useful visualization techniques
due to their scalability and direct mapping of the visual components to the source
code and vice-versa. They show different aspects of software code through four types
of representation, along with color-coding to show some statistics of interest. The
types of representations are:
• Line Representation: maps each text line to a single horizontal line while pre-
serving the line length and indentation of the original text.
• Pixel Representation: This kind of representation maps each line of code to a
small number of pixels. An advantage of using this technique over line rep-
resentation is its compactness for visualizing more information within a single
screen. Pixels are color-coded to show a statistic of interest.
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• File Summary Representation: maps each file by a rectangle. Each rectangle’s
height would fall into one of four predefined quartiles of a set size, measured
by the number of lines in each file.
• Hierarchical Representation: maps structured data such as file systems (sub-
systems and sub-directories) to a tree-map to show statistics of interest.
All of these visualization techniques are used to present software code information
in a compact way. They also provide a global overview of the software code that fits
on a single screen, along with the ability to navigate from visualization components
to the software code easily.
Wu et al. [45, 46] suggested a set of requirements for better version control visu-
alization support. They constructed a set of questions using the “5W+2H” pattern,
where the 5W and 2H are respectively:
• What has happened to the program I am collaborating on since the last time
I made changes?
• Who was the user that made the change?
• Where were the changes made?
• When did each change in the project take place?
• Why were these changes made?
• How did each file changed in details?
• What is the History of a given file?
They implemented a graphical user interface, called Xia, that would satisfy the
requirements they identified. Moreover, they evaluated Xia with a small user study
and small software projects. We view the small size of their study is a limitation.
In other research, Xie et al. [47] relied on existing visualization tools (e.g., cv3D) to
answer a set of questions based on data extracted and mined from CVS repositories.
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They claimed that their different views would help users answer questions about
the version control systems’ versioning data. The paper lacks any user studies to
demonstrate that users found their tool provided an enhanced user experience.
Ogawa et al. [48] presented StarGate, a system for visualizing software repository.
Their system solution focuses on the authors of the software rather than the source
code. The software project directory structure is represented using a layered space-
filling radial hierarchy called the Gate component, where developers are represented
as colored circles inside the Gate radial hierarchy, called stars. The size of each
star reflects the number of modifications the developer made to the software. Their
solution does not have any usability studies to evaluate the user experience using
their system. Moreover, the set of survey questions they proposed were limited and
developer-centric.
Collberg et al. [49] presented Gevol, a system that visualizes version control sys-
tems to help to understand the evolution of software. They proposed a new graph-
based visualization technique. Gevol answers specific questions regarding the evo-
lution of software programs over time. They have three main graphs, inheritance
graphs, call graphs, and control-flow graphs to show relationships and patterns in
software projects. We could not find any usability studies, and, they provided a
limited scope of questions to be answered about version control systems.
Shrestha et al. [50] used a two-dimensional graphic spatio-temporal technique,
Storygraph, to present the revision commit time, along with the geographic location
of developers, on free and open-source software (FOSS) projects. Their visualiza-
tion tool composed three axes: two parallel vertical axes representing latitude and
longitude for commit locations, and a horizontal axis representing the time of the
commit. Their system does provide an interactive interface allowing a user to filter
contributions based on selected locations. However, their solution does not show any
fine details about collaborators, such as collaborator name and commit city. The lack
of a usability study led us to question the qualitative user experience when dealing
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with their model. Heller et al. [51] represented user profiles and repository metadata
from the GitHub VCS to convey information about contributions made to projects,
successive commits, and relationships among followers. The authors used existing
graphical techniques, such as geo-scatter maps, multiple small displays, and matrix
diagrams to aid researchers and developers in inferring coding relationships and social
relationships. They theorized that these relationships would allow a user to detect
patterns relating geographic distance to social connectivity, developer relationships,
and influence among cities. The authors did not conduct any usability studies to sup-
port their assertion the techniques they employed made the data represented more
accessible to a wider audience of researchers and developers.
On review of this research, we think there is an ill-considered gap in the existing
studies. We think that graphical version control tools should have a user-centric
design in which user experience is the primary motivator.
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Chapter 3
Determining UID length
In Section 2.1, we discussed in detail the background information for version control
systems. In this chapter, we will discuss the list of limitations in the current state of
the Version-Aware XML documents that motivated us to enhance the Version-Aware
XML documents, followed by our solution, and it’s evaluation.
3.1 Problem Statement
A unique ID must identify each revision XML element in the Version-Aware XML
document where the ID must be collision-free for branching and merging operations.
Relying on very long auto-generated IDs to achieve collision resistance without de-
termining the optimal length affects human readability, storage requirements, and
the performance of processing these documents.
We performed a mathematical analysis to determine the optimal unique ID length.
We will discuss this in detail in the next section.
3.2 Solution and Evaluation
Although labeling XML tags with unique IDs is not a common practice in XML
editing tools, Thao and Munson [52] used IDs for XML tags to enhance the perfor-
mance of XML document merging. In Version-Aware technology, the same technique
was used to identify each revision tag. Version-Aware tags used IDs represented by
hex-character strings of length 32 to identify and classify revisions as parent-child
relationships.
In our integrity and non-Repudiation framework, we adopt the same labeling
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technique but have performed additional analysis to determine an optimal ID length.
For our framework to be useful to end users, both certificate tag IDs and digest tag
IDs must be essentially unique. Since a long-lived document might have many such
IDs, we wanted to show that the space required for the IDs would not be burdensome.
As a starting point, we have sought to ensure a low probability of collisions among
one million (106) IDs. We think one million, is reasonable and represents a very low
probability of collision while dealing with number of revisions in XML documents.
We analyzed the minimum length of an ID comprised of base64 encoded charac-
ters to maintain a 10−12 probability of collision with 106 IDS. In the equations below,
k denotes the maximum number of relevant XML elements in a document, P denotes
the maximum acceptable probability of collision, C denotes the number of characters
in the encoded text, lmin indicates the minimum number of characters in an ID to
handle k, and, finally, lsafe denotes the minimum length of an ID to achieve P with
k IDs.
So we have lmin = dlogC ke, when C = 64 and k = 106, we get
lmin = dlog64 106e = d3.321e = 4.
To calculate lsafe, let N be the total number of possible IDs, i.e., lsafe = dlogC Ne.
First consider Pk, the probability of selecting k IDs (with replacement, from the N
available ones) without collision. Then
Pk =
k−1∏
i=0
(
1− i
N
)
. (3.1)
Using standard approximation for cryptographic hash collisions [53], we get
Pk ≈ e−
k(k−1)
2N .
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We want the probability of having a collision to be at most P , namely,
1− Pk ≤ P
or 1− e− k(k−1)2N ≤ P
or e−
k(k−1)
2N ≥ 1− P
or −k(k − 1)
2N
≥ ln(1− P )
or N ≥ − k(k − 1)
2 ln(1− P ) .
Then
lsafe = dlogC Ne ≥
⌈
logC
(
− k(k − 1)
2 ln(1− P )
)⌉
.
Setting k = 106, P = 10−12, C = 64, we get
lsafe ≥ d13.121045472e = 14.
From Equation 3.1, we found that the minimum number of characters for unique
IDs is fourteen characters in length (using a 64-value alphabet) with probability 10−12
of collision should be sufficient for this purpose.
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Chapter 4
Enhancing the Automated Policy Enforcement
eXchange (APEX)
In Section 2.2, we discussed in detail the background information for version con-
trol systems and the APEX framework. In this chapter, we will discuss the list of
limitations that motivated us to enhance APEX, followed by our solution, and it’s
evaluation.
4.1 Problem Statement
Electronic documents such as manuals for a car or an airplane, as well as legislative
documents and judicial archives, are not frequently changed over time. Deep scan-
ning such documents each time a user needs to conduct exposure operations will be
time- and resource-consuming. Exposure operations are operations that can lead to
information leakage. The APEX framework requires a deep scan of the entire doc-
ument to evaluate which security policy should be enforced while users or processes
are executing exposure operations on the document or its metadata. The time spent
to deep scan the document’s content and its metadata will be proportional to the size
of the document and its metadata. For example, suppose that, in an environment
that deployed the APEX framework, a user is trying to use many exposure operations
on a document that has half million characters or more. Each time the user initiates
an exposure operation, APEX has to scan the entire document to determine which
security policy should be used. In contrast, if an improved APEX only had to scan
a few small deltas, the cost of actions may be substantially reduced.
To avoid conducting a deep scan every time a user makes any exposure operation
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on a document, we developed a solution that only requires deep scans after changes
in security policies. Our solution will mainly take advantage of the Version-Aware
technology and a memory cache concept for this purpose.
Throughout the rest of this dissertation, we will refer to HP’s APEX as APEX,
and our solution as eAPEX. We will discuss eAPEX in detail in the next Section.
4.2 Solution and Evaluation
Our solution (eAPEX) relies mainly on three elements:
1. Integration of Version-Aware XML document technology.
2. The assignment of UIDs to each document element
3. A secondary database mapping documents IDs to security policy data. This
database functions as a cache for security policy data. The database will be
added to the trusted local policy store. The logical definition of the table is as
follows:
• Table primary key: The document ID.
• One column that stores the policy update(PU) ID used during the latest
session.
• Multiple columns to store the most recent rules evaluated at the end of
each session.
Throughout this subsection, we will use the term session to denote the period where
users open a document, work on it, and then close it.
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The enhanced processing steps will be:
• Every time a user asks for a new session on a document whose ID is X, the
daemon will look up X in the secondary database. If a record for X exists, the
daemon will fetch X’s policy data and the process proceeds to the next step. If
a record for X does not exist, then we have a cache miss and the daemon will
add the ID element to the document, deep scan the whole document, evaluate
the policy rules, and then store the rules in the database.
• If a database entry for document X was found at the beginning of a session,
the daemon will evaluate whether the last PU ID from the secondary database
is equal to the last PU ID from the local client’s policy store. If they are equal,
then we have a cache hit and the daemon will use the latest evaluated rules to
enforce the document policy. Alternatively, if the two PU IDs are not equal,
then we have a cache miss and the daemon will deep scan the whole document,
and evaluate the rules corresponding to the newest PU and then store them in
the database.
• When a user is editing the document and invokes an exposure operation during
a session, we have two different approaches that the daemon will use to evaluate
the security policies for the changes made to the document. The first approach
is an eager approach where the daemon will scan each changed paragraph as
soon as the user finishes editing it. Once a user initialize an exposure opera-
tion, the daemon will rely on the evaluated security policies to determine the
actions in response to the exposure operations. The other approach is lazy. In
this approach, every time the user finishes editing a paragraph, we mark the
paragraph as having changed. When the user initiates an exposure operation,
the daemon will scan the marked paragraphs, and evaluate the security policies
for them. After completing the scan, the daemon will clear the marks.
Both approaches utilize paragraph IDs and the deltas that represents the edit-
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ing changes to evaluate the rules and update the corresponding values in the
database at the end of each session.
• The added document ID element has a read-only privilege. Only the dae-
mon has the sufficient privilege to modify or delete this element to prevent
any alteration of this element intentionally or unintentionally. Moreover, if the
document is permitted to be disclosed, the daemon will obliterate the docu-
ment ID element in the disclosed copy of the document. The reason for this
obliteration is to make sure that the disclosed document will be treated as a
new document(if it is related to the new system) due to the possibility that
sensitive data may have been added to it outside the APEX framework.
We analyzed the expected performance of APEX and eAPEX. In the equations
below, T denotes the total time that will be spent through different sessions to
evaluate and enforce the security policy, Cds denotes the cost in time to perform
deep scanning the document; Cδ denotes the cost in time of scanning the intrasession
modified paragraphs of the document, CPara denotes the time to scan one modified
paragraph in the document, Nsession indicates the number of sessions a user perform
on the document, Cachemiss indicates a cache miss, Cachehit indicates a cache hit,
Npara indicates the number of paragraphs changed per session, and finally, EOPS
denotes the number of exposure operations conducted per session.
TAPEX =
Nsession∑
j=1
EOPSj∑
i=1
Cdsi
TeAPEXLazy =
Nsession∑
j=1
EOPSj∑
i=1
(Cachemissi · Cdsi + Cachehiti · Cδi)
TeAPEXEager =
Nsession∑
j=1
Nparaj∑
i=1
(Cachemissi · Cdsi + Cachehiti · CParai)
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An example that shows the impact of eAPEX solution would be when a user is
working on a new large document (500,000 characters), the user opened the doc-
ument ten times a day and made 5 paragraphs changes to the document without
adding or deleting any sensitive data, then tried to print and share the manual with
other colleagues. During the 10 sessions, no policy changed happens. The total time
will be spend using the APEX, and the eAPEX approaches will be as follows:
TAPEX = Cds · 2 · 10 = 20 · Cds
TeAPEXLazy = 19 · Cδ
TeAPEXEager = 49 · CPara
We assume CPara  Cδ  Cds. So TAPEX  TeAPEXLazy and also  TeAPEXEager
. Thus, for this constructed example, since the number of paragraphs in the document
is large, then eAPEX reduced the time needed to determine the security policies by
almost 20 times.
To see the effect of our enhanced solution in terms of time per exposure operation,
we analyzed the expected performance of APEX and eAPEX. In the equations
below,TperExpo denotes the time that will be spent per each exposure operation,
CPara denotes the cost in time performing deep scanning for one modified paragraph
in the document, C δ denotes the cost in time performing deep scanning the in-
trasession modified paragraphs of the document, and Cds denotes the cost in time
performing deep scanning the document. The time will be spend per each exposure
operation in APEX, and the eAPEX approaches will be as follows:
TperExpoAPEX = Cds
TperExpoeAPEXLazy = Cachehit · Cδ + Cachemiss · Cds
TperExpoeAPEXEager ≤ Cachehit · CPara + Cachemiss · Cds
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We assume CPara  Cδ  Cds . So TperExpoAPEX  TperExpoeAPEXLazy and also
Cds  TperExpoeAPEXEager . When the security policy changes (Cachemiss), eAPEX
and APEX should have similar performance at the next exposure operation, because
a deep scan is required.
4.2.0.1 Evaluation:
To evaluate the performance of eAPEX, we reached out to HP to gain access to
APEX, but were unsuccessful. Instead, we implemented an application that contains
the minimum essential components of APEX [7] that we needed to make a testbed
of our solution and measure its performance.
To compare our enhanced solution to APEX, we needed to take advantage of
APEX’s limitations as established by our analysis. Therefore, we sought a large text
file and found one in “Jargon File” that was obtained from [54]. The “Jargon File”
is a glossary specialized in the slang of the programmers. The first “Jargon File”
was a compilation of terms used by MIT AI Lab, the Stanford Artificial Intelligence
Laboratory (SAIL), and others. From the “Jargon File” we extracted 404,801 charac-
ters, satisfying our understanding of large. In addition, the “Jargon File” undergoes
many revisions that change a small percentage of the elements, making it an ideal
candidate for the improvements provided by our proposed solution.
The “JARGON FILE” was obtained as text. The text document was converted
to an XML format with each paragraph wrapped in a < P > element containing
a unique ID. Evaluations were conducted on a Dell OPTIPLEX running Windows
10 with 3.3 GHz Core i5 processor and 8 GB of RAM. Our implementation was
written in C# using Windows Forms, and used the database engine MariaDB. The
StopWatch class available in the .NET diagnostics package allowed us to measure
elapsed time for each exposure operation and evaluate it.
For searching we chose the Aho-Corasick text search algorithm [55]. We made this
decision because the Aho-Corasick algorithm can be run in linear time O(n+m+z),
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where n is the length of the text, m is the sum of characters in the keyword, and z
is the number of occurrences of the keyword.
The Aho-Corasick algorithm is implemented in two parts. First, constructing a
Trie with keywords from the policies, and the failure function for each node in the
Trie. A Trie is an ordered tree Abstract Data Type (ADT) that is used to store
keywords. The second part is using the given text to traverse the Trie and identify
any matching keywords.
When testing both the lazy and the eager approaches, we set up test cases to
measure the amount of time taken to apply an exposure operation based on a per-
centage of paragraphs changed. Test cases applied changes to 1% of the paragraphs
(10 paragraphs), 5% of the paragraphs (50 paragraphs), 10% of the paragraphs (100
paragraphs), 20% of the paragraphs (200 paragraphs), 40% percent of the paragraphs
(400 paragraphs), 60% of the paragraphs (600 paragraphs), 80% of the paragraphs
(800 paragraphs), and 100% of the paragraphs (1000 paragraphs). The paragraphs
selected to be changed were chosen randomly using a uniform distribution among
other paragraphs. Each test case was run 10 times and a mean was calculated.
Figure 4.1 plots the average elapsed time per exposure operation using the lazy
approach against the percentage of paragraphs changed, while Figure 4.2 plots the
same data set achieved with the eager approach.
Figure 4.1: Lazy Approach: Average Elapsed Time Per Exposure Operation
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Figure 4.2: Eager Approach: Average Elapsed Time Per Exposure Operation
As one might expect, the time our lazy approach solution spent evaluating the
policies is linearly correlated to the number of paragraphs changes associated with an
exposure operation. The nature of the document, however, plays an essential factor
in this approach: If the users are working on a stable document and are making
minimal changes between each exposure operation, this approach would work better
than APEX’s initial approach.
On the other hand, our eager approach shows that whenever a user executes
an exposure operation without having any policy changes, the elapsed time between
execution and exposure will be no worse than scanning one paragraph. The eager
approach has inherent inefficiencies due to the human nature involved in the editing
process. A user may rewrite a sentence in a paragraph 10 times before being satisfied
with it. Assuming the user left the paragraph and returned back to it 10 times.
For this one sentence, the eager approach will perform 10 commits, hence, 10 times
scanning the paragraph. On the other hand, the lazy approach will only perform 1
after a user execute an exposure operation.
Figure 4.3 demonstrates a series of user-initiated document events plotting against
the cumulative time spent by the system to execute all events.
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Figure 4.3: eAPEX Cumulative Elapsed Time for two sessions with Multiple Edits
and Exposure Operations
In a new session, the first, the third, and the fourth events shows the user re-
quest to print a document that has been scanned before without any change in the
security policies. Our enhancement rapidly determines whether to allow or deny the
print request according to the security policy. Within the same session, the second
event as the user changing one paragraph and requesting to print the document.
Our enhancement will spend time to reevaluate the policy, but that time is low rel-
ative to the total amount of time the system will spend using the original APEX
implementation since we are scanning a small portion of the document paragraphs.
For the fifth event, the user has exited the previous session (session 1) and opened
a new session(session 2) to the document, followed by a request to print the document.
The decision will be made instantly because no policies changed since the last session.
The seventh event(the event with asterisk) had a security policy change followed
by a user event to copy the document and thus requires a deep scan. For this exposure
operation, our solution has the same performance and behavior as original APEX.
We have created a simulated APEX line as shown in Figure 4.4 in order to make
a comparison of our approaches behavior to that of the original APEX. Note the
increase in time regardless of any change of document content.
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Figure 4.4: APEX Cumulative Elapsed Time for two sessions with Multiple Edits
and Exposure Operations
The test results allow us to conclude that both of our approaches improve on
APEX’s running time ( Figure 4.4 ) when a user executes an inter- and intra-session
exposure operation. As long as the security policy remains static, our solution is
expected to maintain its efficiency ( Figure 4.3 ). In situations where the security
policy has changed, our solution is expected to have the same performance and
behavior as APEX, due to the necessity of running a deep scan on the document’s
contents and metadata.
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Chapter 5
Maintaining integrity and non-repudiation in
secure oﬄine documents
In Sections 2.1 and 2.3, we discussed in detail the background information for version
control systems and for maintaining integrity and non-repudiation in documents. In
this chapter, we will discuss the list of limitations in literature that motivated us
to build a framework for maintaining integrity and non-repudiation in secure oﬄine
documents, followed by our solution, and it’s evaluation.
5.1 Problem Statement
Since XML-based Electronic Health Records (EHR) being an important application
of document engineering and the integrity of medical records being so important
throughout their life-cycle, we chose EHR as one of our case studies. EHRs are used
by many health care providers [56].
EHR systems store sensitive patient data such as medical history, medication,
and immunization records. These records can be shared with many different health
institutions where medical staff read and update them.
EHR documents may be shared oﬄine via flash drives or emails. The integrity
of medical records is important throughout their life-cycle. However, oﬄine sharing
of EHRs can cause many problems, especially when an unknown person modifies an
oﬄine version in an unknown way. EHRs are a digital version of patients’ medical
history used by health professionals, to improve efficiency by avoiding paperwork and
providing easier sharing of patients’ health records between health care providers, and
to reduce the costs to manage this data.
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SmartCare [57, 58] is a distributed XML-based electronic health records system
developed for adoption in countries where both internet and electricity are limited and
unreliable, such as Zambia and Nigeria. Failing to prove the integrity of these medical
records could lead to life-threatening consequences if unauthorized persons tamper
with the data. Failing to identify who collaborated on these documents prevents
intentional and unintentional false medical information from being connected to the
authorized health professionals who altered it.
For an example of non-repudiation failure using SmartCare, conceder the following
scenario. A doctor was supposed to prescribe a particular medication to a patient,
but the medical records show a different medication. Later on, the patient showed
signs of potentially fatal complications after taking the drug prescribed in the medical
records, but the doctor denied ordering the drug in the record for the patient. Because
the patient medical records were shared in a distributed fashion (oﬄine), we do not
have answers to the following questions:
1. Were the modifications on the patient’s medical records made by the doctor?
2. What changes did the doctor make to the patient health record? Moreover,
can we prove that these changes were made by the doctor himself?
3. What was the sequence of changes made by the doctor to the patient health
record? in addition, do we have non-repudiable evidence of what we know?
Question 1 addresses integrity, Questions 2 and 3 addresses non-repudiation.
Another example that shows the importance of our proposed solution would be
MS Word. The MS Word application is the most popular editor that people rely
on to collaborate authoring documents that might be passed among a series of col-
laborating authors performing different changes in parallel, in an environment where
it is important to be sure that only known users are making changes. Relying on
MS Word’s signature feature would limit each known user to verify the signature of
the previous version only. MS Word neither supports sophisticated version control
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functinalities nor provides users with the ability to keep signing a document multiple
times without removing the previous signature.
In a broader scope, if documents are shared in a distributed fashion (oﬄine), can
we answer the below questions:
1. If the documents have been changed, were these modifications made by autho-
rized users?
2. What changes did authorized users make to the documents? Moreover, can we
prove it?
3. What was the sequence of changes made to the documents? in addition, do we
have non-repudiable evidence of what we know?
Our proposed solution answers these questions by introducing a new security
framework for XML-based documents that preserve XML data integrity and non-
repudiation for the entire document reversion history. The framework will support
the oﬄine sharing of documents among collaborating authors by using Version-Aware
XML document technology [17, 6] to store reversion information inside the XML
based document itself. We will use digital certificates in order to verify the integrity
of the XML document and to ensure the non-repudiation of changes and authorship.
Specifically, our framework will enable users to answer the following questions:
1. Has the XML document been modified?
2. Were the modifications made by known users?
3. What changes the known users made to the document? Moreover, can we prove
it?
4. For each change made to the document, which known user made the change,
what computer was used to make the change, and at what time the change
made with non-repudiable certainty?
We will discuss our solution in detail in the next Section.
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5.2 Solution and Evaluation
The current solution set for oﬄine XML-based documents lack fundamental protec-
tion for maintaining integrity and non-repudiation. Our solution is to build a secure
framework for XML documents that will preserve data integrity and non-repudiation
when electronic documents are shared oﬄine between both authorized and unautho-
rized users. In theory, our framework applies to any kind of XML-based application
that allows adding versioning data inside files. For example, our framework could
be used in educational environments where a teacher asks students to edit a docu-
ment collaboratively, or in legislative and governance domains where multiple people
collaborate to write or revise legislative documents.
Our framework uses both Version-Aware XML technology and Digital Signa-
ture [59].
Our proposed solution is designed to work on any XML-based document. Having
identified two affected areas as medical records and MS Word documents, we eval-
uated our solution on simulated medical records and collaborative MS Word docu-
ments. Due to the lack of access to the SmartCare medical health system, we built
an XML editor that would mimic the work of other XML-based medical software.
As shown in Figure 5.1, users can download our XML editor, which means that they
had to go online at least once to get both the XML editor and their certificates.
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Figure 5.1: Initial setup to download the XML editor along with obtaining the end
user’s certificate signed by the intermediate Certificate Authority (CA) through se-
cure channel. While the curved arrows show how end users could share the files
oﬄine, where the thunder sign represents a network connection for the initial setup
and not necessary reliable afterwards.
Figure 5.1 illustrates our framework where the key entities are marked with num-
bers. The first time that an end user (denoted by 3) wants to start collaborating
on a document using our framework, that user must get access to our XML editor.
We currently use an application host (1) to provide starter documents that have
the plug-in embedded. The application host also acts as an intermediate certificate
authority (CA) that is verified by a very well known root CA (e.g, Verisign). The
user can provide and confirm some identifying information (i.e. name, email address,
cellphone number, etc.) in order to become a known user and receive a personal
certificate that will be used to sign documents. In addition to the plug-in, the docu-
ments also contain the certificates of the root CA (4) and the intermediate CA (1),
which were used in the chain validating the end user’s certificate. The end users (3)
are shown sharing the documents (2) that they are collaborating on, which they do
using our XML editor. The XML editor helps the authors by automatically signing
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the document each time it is committed. The authors can then share the document
with their collaborators and the person who is in charge to generate the final version
of the document; knowing that everyone can verify the document’s integrity.
When any user creates/changes and then signs a document, the following integrity
XML tags and data will be added in the XML file:
• The current editor’s certificate will be embedded in the XML file inside the
certificate’s XML tag.
• Version-Aware data will be embedded in the XML file.
• A signed digest for the entire XML file will be embedded in the XML file along
with the certificate ID that has been used for signing.
Our framework then checks for both integrity and non-repudiation by using the
information stored inside the SigAware element as shown in Figure 5.2.
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Figure 5.2: A sample Health Level 7 (HL7) Clinical Document Architecture (CDA)
document signed by two different users. Box (1) represents the entire integrity and
Version-Aware document with seguro and molhado namespaces defined in Boxes (2)
and (3). Box (4) contains the integrity data. Both user’s certificate along with latest
document signature by user’s private key. Box (5) represents version data. Box (6)
contains the HL7 CDA document content (latest version). Users’ certificates are only
shown partially in the figure due to lack of space.
Our XML editor was built as a Windows application using C# Windows Forms.
That editor edits, validates, and verifies XML documents, using our framework to
preserve integrity and non-repudiation. We tested multiple XML documents to check
the integrity of documents shared by other users; we also validated and verified the
certificates while importing both users’ certificates and inline stored certificates.
Our XML editor has the capability to import and verify the user’s digital cer-
tificate and to verify the integrity of the document when loaded. When the user is
done editing the document, the user is able to either sign the document through the
menu or just close the XML editor, in which case the user will be notified to sign the
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document before exit. Both integrity data and the user’s certificate will be added
to the document after it has been signed. If a user opens an XML document that
has been changed without a legitimate signature being found, the user will be noti-
fied of possible tampering. Also, if a user tries to open a file that does not contain
any integrity-aware data (signatures and certificate) the user will be informed by a
message that he/she will be responsible and will take responsibility for the content
of the document if he/she signs it.
5.2.1 Evaluation Results:
5.2.1.1 Evaluation 1: XML Simulation of EHR
We tested our framework with the following scenarios:
• Integrity Scenario: We used a Clinical Document Architecture (CDA) docu-
ment XML file from Farfanet al. [60]. This scenario involved a user, User A,
editing a fresh copy of the file. After all edits were in place, A signed the
document with his certificate. We obtained the certificate for A from the in-
termediate CA. A then shared the document with another user, User B. Upon
receiving the document, B used our system to verify the integrity of the docu-
ment using User A’s certificate.
User B altered the XML document and decided to use a new certificate that
was not issued by our intermediate CA. After signing the document, B sent the
document to a third user, User C. Using our framework, C checked the file and
found out that the certificate used to sign the document was not legitimate.
Our framework reports all such incidents to the legitimate user C who requested
validation of the file.
• Non-repudiation Scenario: Using the same CDA document XML file, we consid-
ered the case where the most recent document change was made and signed by
a User D, but at some later time, D denies making the change. The validation
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framework rejects this attempt to repudiate changes, because the certificate
associated with the change was authenticated by the CA.
Other scenarios we tested involved an attempt by a malicious anonymous user to
tamper with User A’s file contents. Our framework detected such tampering attempts
and notified the user who received the tampered file.
5.2.1.2 Evaluation 2: Version-Aware Word Plug-in
Our second evaluation was done by extending Coakley et al.’s Version Aware Word
Document plug-in [6] to add our security features. The plug-in, implemented by
Coakley et al., maintains a version history by saving document snapshots in a new
sub-folder of the MS Word file (actually, a zipped folder) called “history” without
securing the integrity of these snapshots and the document content. This sub-folder
contains an index file called “revision-history.xml” that points to further sub-folders
named with unique IDs. The plug-in is implemented in C#. We found, as did
Coakley et al., that Word’s plug-in API was challenging to work with.
Our extension modified Coakley et al.’s Version Aware Word Document plug-in
to support both document integrity and non-repudiation, along with storing more
end-user information to be used for forensics (i.e., IP address, MAC address, etc.).
Figure 5.3 illustrates our framework used on top of MS word, in which key entities
are marked with numbers similar to Figure 5.1. The first time that an end user
(denoted by 3) wants to start working with our system, that user must get access
to our plug-in (denoted by 4). We currently use an application host (denoted by 1)
to provide starter MS documents (denoted by 2) that have the plug-in embedded
and the actual document contents (denoted by 5). The application host also acts
as an intermediate certificate authority (CA) that is verified by a very well known
root CA (e.g Verisign), to which the user can provide and confirm some identifying
information (i.e. name, email address, cellphone number, etc.) in order to become a
known user and receive a personal certificate that will be used to sign documents. In
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addition to the plug-in, the documents also contain the certificates of the root CA
(denoted by 6) and the intermediate CA (1), which were used in the chain validating
the end user’s certificate. The end users (3) are shown sharing the documents (2)
that they are collaborating on, which they do using the standard Word application.
The plug-in helps the authors by automatically signing the document each time it
is committed. The authors can then share the document with the newly committed
changes with their collaborators and the person who is in charge to generate the final
version of the document; knowing that everyone can verify the document’s integrity.
Figure 5.3: Initial setup to download the Word secure Version-Aware document
along with obtaining the end user’s certificate signed by the intermediate Certificate
Authority (CA) over a secure channel. The curved arrows show that end users could
share the files oﬄine, and the lightning symbol represents a network connection
present for the initial setup but not necessary reliable afterwards.
In this framework, the only times that end users must go online are when they
first need to get a document containing the plug-in and whenever they need to obtain
a new certificate. The former case could be a one-time only event, but the latter case
might have to occur periodically since certificates can expire or be revoked.
After downloading the Word document, end users may modify and share the
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Word document oﬄine or via online services. When a user commits changes to
the document, the following integrity XML tags and data are added in the revision-
history.xml file. These features will be embedded in the revision-history.xml as shown
in Figure 5.4:
(a) Version-Aware data.
(b) The current author’s certificate.
(c) A signed digest for the whole document along with the certificate ID that has
been used for signing.
(d) Other forensic information will be attached to the current revision to identify
the user who made the revision.
Our framework then checks for both integrity and non-repudiation by using the
information stored in the revision-history XML file inside the Word document as
shown in Figure 5.4.
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Figure 5.4: A sample Background Check Report word document signed by three
different users. The lines of asterisks represents elided parts of the certificate and
forensic data.
Although our framework does not prevent illegal tampering by altering or inject-
ing data in the Word document, it will detect any modifications made by unknown
users in the Word file, even including style changes.
Our extended plug-in adds the capability to import the user’s digital certificate,
verify the user’s certificate and verify the integrity of the document when loaded.
When the user is done editing the document, the user has the ability to sign the
document. Signatures are persistent and the document holds the signatures for every
revision made. This is different from Word’s own document signing feature, which
removes all previous signatures when a new collaborator signs the document.
We performed a range of tests using a document that records a background check
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written with MS Word. We chose this particular document because it is a natural
example of a document that might be passed among a series of collaborating authors
performing different parts of an employee background check, in an environment where
it is important to be sure that only known users are making changes. Our use case
scenarios fall into two categories:
1. Integrity based: Testing whether our framework preserves the integrity of doc-
uments and their revisions while shared among multiple users.
2. Non-repudiation based: Testing whether our framework provides a non-repudiable
evidence of which users made which changes.
We tested many scenarios, focusing on the questions we posed earlier and we
verified that our proposed system is able to:
1. Detect whether or not a shared file been modified.
2. Determine whether each modification was made by a known user.
3. What exact changes the known users made on top of a document along with a
solid proof which user made which change.
4. Determine the author, the computer making the change, and the time for each
change made.
One interesting integrity-based user case scenario we conducted shown in Fig-
ure 5.5, involved a collaboration among four users: A, B, C, and D. If the four users
used their valid certificates using our plug-in, any other known users were able to
see the exact changes made by the users, verify the integrity of their revisions, and
see proof of what they changed in the document. However, let us suppose that when
User D loads the document, the system says that the changes apparently made by
C are not signed by a valid certificate. In this case, D knows that those changes are
not trustworthy. At this point, D can either reject the document or D can try to
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validate the changes by a secondary pathway (e.g. directly contacting C for a new,
valid document), or D can reject the changes and work from the valid revision signed
by B.
Figure 5.5: Integrity based scenario 1
Another integrity-based use case scenario we conducted, as shown in Figure 5.6
involved a malicious attempt by an anonymous user who tampered with User C’s file
contents. Our framework detected such tampering attempts and notified Use D who
received the tampered file that the document contents have been tapered with in an
illegal way. Our framework also detects when a user has not relied on our plug-in for
editing.
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Figure 5.6: Integrity based scenario 2
Figure 5.7 shows a non-repudiation based user case scenario involved a collab-
oration among four users: A, B, C, and D. If all the four users have used their
valid certificates using our plug-in, any other known users are able to have a non-
repudiable proof of the actions A, B, C, and D have made. However, let us suppose
that when User D got the document, User B denied his role editing the document
and claimed someone else made the changes. In this case, because User B’s certificate
was valid, User D has a non-repudiable evidence that User B made certain changes
to the document.
Figure 5.7: Non-repudiation based scenario
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Reverse engineering, such as re-saving a document without a signature and deter-
mining the signature by subtraction has been considered in our proposed framework.
Since each user will share his committed document with all the collaborators, any
user can check whether any information has been subtracted by comparing it with
other signed documents If a signature does not appear in a document, but appears in
other documents, then the signature must have been removed from that document.
We did not implement the feature to check for this type of problem automatically,
but it could easily done in the future.
As we have discussed earlier in Chapter 2, ePedigree is an infrastructure that
preserves both integrity and non repudiation over drug/food chains in the distribution
flow. A significant disadvantage of adopting ePedigree is the rapid document growth
while propagating from one part to another through the chain [61]. In our solution,
we apply the same level of security without keeping any redundant information in
the document. Our framework stores the reverse deltas each time the document has
been changed. Whenever a user wants to validate the integrity of all the revisions
of the document, our tool will apply the reverse deltas per each revision and verifies
the integrity of the information.
Another difference between our proposed solution and ePedigree is that we provide
a complete oﬄine certificate validation process by storing all the chain certificates
used to sign end users’ certificates in our solution application, while ePedigree you
have to rely on online services to verify certificate validity.
One more point of difference is that our framework targets more domains in
practice for collaboration on a document, while collaborators want to work in a
parallel fashion rather than sequentially, as proposed by ePedigree.
A final point of difference is that the three way Merging technique discussed in [20]
with Version-Aware XML documents provided us with this efficient mechanism to
distribute our XML-based document and let the collaborators work in parallel on
the document. In the end, we can merge their documents in a single document to be
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the final production. Areal case scenario that is not applicable by ePedigree is when
any intermediate chain wants to merge two shipment drugs and send them as a one
package, this scenario is definitely applicable using our solution.
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Chapter 6
Interactive graphical user interfaces for
Version-Aware XML document
In Section 2.4, we discussed in detail the background information for different graph-
ical user interfaces for version control systems. In this chapter, we will discuss the
list of gaps and limitations in the literature that motivated us to build an interactive
graphical user interface for Version-Aware XML document, followed by our solution,
and it’s evaluation.
6.1 Problem Statement
Reading, modifying and interpreting raw XML data is not a trivial task, especially for
a non-technical user. Version control data contains valuable information that helps
users enhance their collaboration process on documents. Because of this, researchers
try to present version control data using graphical user interfaces that allow collab-
orators to better understand the data. We will show that no previous work in the
literature provides a sufficient set of visualization services for version control data to
meet reasonable requirements. In addition, these systems have no graphical support
for necessary operations related to revision deletion.
We established a core set of requirements for a Version-Aware visualization in-
frastructure. Based on these requirements, we implemented a graphical user interface
prototype that allows end users to better understand version control data and enables
perform key operations on the revision history.
We will discuss our solution in detail in the next Section.
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6.2 Solution and Evaluation
Visualizing all versioning data in a single view is a challenging task as a lot of infor-
mation has to be seen. This chapter takes on that task via a graphical user interface
prototype designed to improve the understanding of version control system data,
which in turn could increase the efficiency of collaboration and code quality through
these systems.
The interaction design process can be divided into four steps: establishing require-
ments, designing alternatives, prototyping, and user-centric prototype evaluation.
This chapter will focus on the requirements we established, the prototype function-
ality implemented to address these requirements, methodology chosen for prototype
evaluation, and analyze the results of the prototype evaluation to identify areas for
future improvement.
At the onset of the chapter, We established a base set of questions that we hypoth-
esized a user should be able answer about versions of XML files via our prototype.
Through research and interviews, this set was enhanced and updated until we felt it
was satisfactorily complete. The final set is as follows:
1. Who worked on a particular XML file (list of all users who collaborated to edit
XML file)?
2. What is the timeline of changes made to a specific Version-Aware XML file?
3. How many users collaborated on an XML document?
4. How many changes were made by each user on a particular Version-Aware XML
file?
5. For each revision made by a user, is the integrity verified on the resulting
revision?
6. Can we know the revision that has been changed the most?
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7. Can we filter the visualized data using graphical controls e.g. slider, check
boxes, etc?
8. Can we visualize geographical locations (e.g. map visualization) of the users
who made changes on a particular Version-Aware XML file?
9. Can a user delete a revision branch or even clear the whole revision history?
10. What is the structure of XML document tree?
11. Can we identify unusual or special XML elements, such as elements that has
been changed the most or least?
Some of the above questions were answered partially through different research
papers using different visualization techniques in the literature [45, 47, 48, 49]. Our
prototype integrates functionality that addresses all the questions listed above.
Analyzing this question set, we extracted a list of 10 requirements for our proto-
type, and along with each requirement, the type of requirement (Version Control or
Security Related Attributes). Table 4.1 lists each requirement along with its classi-
fication.
Table 6.1: Prototype System Requirements
Req. ID Requirement Classification
FR1.SRS.1 The system should be able to determine the contributions users made on a specific document. Version Control
FR1.SRS.2
The system should be able to display the editable XML document elements in a way that helps
users visualize them.
Version Control
FR1.SRS.3
The system should be able to show the XML elements and their lengths along with how many
changes have been made to each element
Version Control
FR1.SRS.4 The system should be able to show the revisions made by UserX. Version Control
FR1.SRS.5 The system should be able to determine the number of changes made by UserX. Version Control
FR1.SRS.6 The system should be able to validate the integrity of a revision/version of a document. Security
FR1.SRS.7
The system should be able to display the changes that have been made to a document in a way that
helps users to visualize them.
Version Control
FR1.SRS.8 The system should be able to the geographical locations for collaborators map. Version Control and Security
FR1.SRS.9
The system should be able to display the timeline of revisons for a specific document including
number of changes.
Version Control and Security
FR1.SRS.10
The system should be able to to allow users to delete a revision record or to clear the whole
revision history.
Version Control
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In the design phase, we maintained a goal of keeping the system components as
modular as possible. This viewpoint led to 3-tier architecture. Figure 6.1 shows
our 3-tier architecture that is consists of a Data Access Tier, a Business Tier, and a
Presentation Tier. This architecture allows each tier to be decoupled from the others
in the event of a need to adopt the prototype to other VCSs in the future.
Figure 6.1: Prototype Software Architecture
The Data Access Layer handles the input and parsing of the Version-Aware XML
document. This layer is the most loosely coupled layer, allowing extension of our
framework to utilize with other types of VCSs. The Business Layer encompasses
the logic necessary to create a domain model from the output of the Data Access
Layer. This domain model consists of data inherent to XML documents as well as
derived data processed or calculated by this layer. At this stage, a variety of utility
classes are implemented to analyze, calculate, and cluster the required derived data.
For example, given the IP address that submitted a revision, the Business Layer
queries an online service to map a longitude and latitude associated with a revision.
This data is helpful when the need to visually represent geographical data arises.
Finally, the Presentation Layer encompasses user interface components for a web
browser front-end. These components include cascading style sheets (CSS), AJAX
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calls, JavaScript, and HTML. The Presentation Layer provides a bridge between
end-users and the Business Layer, formatting the information for the interface view
being accessed.
Contrasting our requirements with the structure of the Version-Aware XML data
led to an early realization that the existing data model for the Version-Aware XML
revision information needed to be extended. Our extended data model shown in
Figure 6.2 added IP address information, MAC address information, the collaborators
certificate, and the revision digest.
Figure 6.2: A sample enhanced Version-Aware XMl document with added informa-
tion needed to meet the requirements.The lines of dots represents elided parts of the
certificate and forensic data.
In designing the user interface, we wanted to adhere to the best practices user
experience (UX) design. Applying these principles meant that each page must have
a similar visual style. In other words, a set color theme, typeface and icon set. This
maintains a sense of consistency and cohesion across the system. In addition, icons
and buttons should mimic general controls as much as possible. This should increase
the intuitiveness of use and greatly decrease the learning curve of the system [62].
There was no part of the prototype where the meaning of an element is dependent
solely on its color. So, there will always be at least one other way to identify the
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function to avoid problems with people who are color-blind. For instance, on the
geographical map, the participants can know how many editors on each geographic
place are relying on the code colors or just hovering the mouse over each location for
the list of editors.
Error messages across pages abide by Shneiderman’s rules [63] in the following
ways:
• Error messages do not include negative terms such as FATAL. Instead, infor-
mative feedback provided when a user attempts an unsupported action on our
prototype.
• Error messages avoided using ALL CAPS
• Error messages are designed to be intuitive to users and refrain from using un-
necessary engineering jargon on the main interface. Messages displayed on the
views and tooltips are concise and easy to read. In cases where it is necessary
for a longer message to be inserted in a tooltip box, the text will be shown in
a scroll format to avoid overly large text boxes.
Our prototype provides 8 views: Collaborator Actions, Document Tree, Com-
ponents, Revision History, Geography, Timeline, Revision Management, and Up-
load. The views are implemented using Web APIs. On the server side, we used an
ASP.NET web application framework backing by C# code-behind. On the client
side, we used controls from D3.js [64] and ASP.net for creating interactive interfaces
as well as cascading style sheets (CSS) for the look and feel.
Our initial high fidelity prototype design alternative was based on the require-
ments; we began by selecting the controls we thought were scalable, efficient at
conveying information, and easy to use. For example, we chose the d3.js tree dia-
gram consisting of a collapsible tree with auto-sizing to represent an XML document
structure that was constructed from interactive parent and children nodes. On a
click event, the nodes would collapse it’s descendent nodes in the tree and could be
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re-clicked to expand the descendant nodes. We discovered that this graphical repre-
sentation technique was not scalable when applied to displaying large XML files. To
solve this, we developed an idea to combine a magnifying glass tool with a flexible
force-directed graph layout, allowing us to achieve both scalability, efficiency, and
ease of use.
The Collaborator Action View shown in Figure 6.3, addresses requirments 1 and
5:
FR1.SRS.1 The system should be able to determine the contributions users made on a specific document.
FR1.SRS.5 The system should be able to determine the number of changes made by UserX.
Figure 6.3: Collaborator Action View
The focal point of the Collaborator Actions View is a donut chart denoting con-
tribution numbers associated with each collaborator. The donut chart provides the
user with a familiar graphical representation of statistics, allowing for a quick grasp
of the presented information. It should be noted that, for the sake of this exam-
ple, a screenshot of a three-user collaboration was used; however, the system is fully
capable of scaling up to a larger number of collaborators.
The Collaborator Actions View uses two features for displaying visual information
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related to collaborator contributions. The first is a filtering mechanism in the upper
left corner of the interface. This feature allows users to narrow the scope of the
information presented by opting to see all contributions, only updates, only deletions,
or only additions.
The second feature allows a user to obtain more in-depth information associated
with a collaborator’s contributions. When hovering the mouse on a collaborator’s
donut slice, a tool tip (text box overlay) appears containing more detailed information
such as the number of components added/deleted/updated per each user. We think
that usability and accessibility are both increased by providing detailed information
on-demand, as opposed to a flood of information that a user must parse his or her
self.
We think the Collaborator Actions View increases the precision and accessibility
of the information, and, such, improves on prior models.
The Document Tree View shown in Figure 6.4 addresses requirement 2:
FR1.SRS.2
The system should be able to display the editable XML document elements in a way that helps
users visualize them.
The view provides an interactive graphical tree displaying all editable elements
in the document.
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Figure 6.4: Document Tree View
A tree graph is a standard visual metaphor associated with the XML hierarchy
of a document, and its implementation here will convey the structure of the XML.
To enhance the speed of comprehension, leaf nodes that have shared ancestry also
share a common color. The Document Tree View has two interactive features that
enhance the tree image. The first feature is a control box in the upper left corner
that allows the user to zoom in on the entire tree. The second feature is a magnifying
glass attached to the mouse cursor. It is common to have a Version-Aware XML file
with hundreds of XML elements, and thus hundreds of tree nodes. Our magnifying
glass feature allows a user to focus on a dense portion of a tree and clearly identify
connections. When the magnifying glass hovers over a specific node it displays the
content of the node. This view improves prior tools because it shows many nodes in
a tree while still being able to show details about specific nodes.
The Components View shown in Figure 6.5 addresses requirement 3:
FR1.SRS.3
The system should be able to show the XML elements and their lengths along with how many
changes have been made to each element
The view provides a graphical representation of a document’s components via
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blocks have been scaled to the component’s size (in terms of characters).
Figure 6.5: Components View
The Components View shown in Figure 6.5, consists of two main parts: a central
viewing window and an overview panel. The overview panel on the right side contains
the entire list of editable components and an adjustable box that paints an area of
interest to the central viewing window. The size of the brush box may be adjusted
as well as the portion of the overview that it paints.
In the central viewing window the user can hover the mouse over a component to
obtain its exact size in characters. In addition, color codes corresponding to a clearly
defined legend are used signify the number of changes made on each component.
The central viewing window updates in real-time as users adjust the area of inter-
est. This is akin to how the Bell Labs’ SeeSoft [65] visualization tool represents lines
of software code. We tried to follow the same model using the brush visualization,
which we think it gives the user more flexibility of control in both details and big
picture.
The Revision History view addresses requirements 6 and 7:
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FR1.SRS.6 The system should be able to validate the integrity of a revision/version of a document.
FR1.SRS.7
The system should be able to display the changes that have been made to a document in a way that
helps users to visualize them.
The view provides a graphical representation of document’s prior reversions and
enables a user’s ability to verify revision integrity using color codes.
We initially thought it would be challenging to instantaneously display prior re-
visions of a document; however, we designed a novel solution that allowed us to
immediately retrieve and render the revision history by applying the reverse deltas
to the current document. The design implements a control that allows the user to
visualize the evolution of a Version-Aware XML file. The document-tree-style con-
trol is composed of squares and can be expanded and collapsed when needed. As
shown in Figure 6.6 a and b, there are two revisions have been made to an SVG
image, as the user hovers the cursor over each revision, a tooltip shows the rendered
SVG image corresponding to that reversion. This feature gives the user the ability
to switch back and forth between revisions to compare the changes that have been
made across multiple revisions. This feature has the potential to be applied to many
XML-based documents and we think there are numerous possibilities for expansion.
Any revision node that has illegal alteration or data corruption has been color
coded. This feature is intended to draw the user’s attention to a violation in the
security parameters.
(a) Revision1
(b) Revision 2
Figure 6.6: Revision History View
The Geography View shown in Figure 6.7 addresses requirement 8:
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FR1.SRS.8 The system should be able to the geographical locations for collaborators map.
The view shows collaborators on a graphical map of the world.
Figure 6.7: Geography View
Knowing the geographical locations collaborators may be helpful to discover pat-
terns in open source projects, such as the effect of developers’ locations on productiv-
ity and malicious behavior. We present a geographical map that shows the collabora-
tors’ locations as color coded pins. The color codes give insight into how many editors
are in each location. When a user hovers the cursor over a pin, a tooltip is provided
containing details about the collaborators and the exact locations associated with
the location. We parsed the IP addresses stored in the Version-Aware repository
and queried a web service for the location where each revision been committed. The
mapping groups IP addresses by city, and color coded pins are used to indicate the
number of collaborators in that city. In the future, it would be interesting to achieve
a finer grain mapping for each IP address. Such mapping may help organizations
and companies to understand their employees’ behaviors and contributions, i.e how
much of the work has been on-site vs how much has been done remotely.
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The Timeline View shown in Figure 6.8 addresses requirements 4 and 9:
FR1.SRS.4 The system should be able to show the revisions made by UserX.
FR1.SRS.9
The system should be able to display the timeline of revisions for a specific document
including number of changes.
The view plots revisions on a visual timeline.
Figure 6.8: Timeline View
The Timeline View creates a bar graph of document which can be sorted by time
of revision or by number of modifications associated with each revision. The x-axis
of the graph is revisions, while the y-axis is number of modifications. The user can
hover the mouse over a bar to obtain more detailed information about the author of
this revision, the date/time of the revision, and the number of modifications in the
revision.
The Revision Management View shown in Figure 6.9 addresses requirement 10:
FR1.SRS.10
The system should be able to allow users to delete a revision record or to clear the whole
revision history.
Th view provides a graphical interface for deleting version history.
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Figure 6.9: Revision Management View
From our point of view, a beneficial feature that is absent in the literature is the
support for visually managing the revision history data by deleting a branch or the
entire revision record. We think it it should be possible for users who are not familiar
with editing code or using command line features to be able to rollback a version-
controlled document. Managing the revision records is another novel part of our
prototype. Our prototype provides the ability to rollback to a certain revision and
delete the ensuing revision records. We built this control using ASP.net to update
the Version-Aware document directly from our user interface.
The Upload View shown in Figure 6.10 is a simple interface provided as a user’s
first contact with the system. The upload interface is a simple control with two
buttons: browse for a file and upload the file. The user is notified if he or she tries
to hit the upload button before choosing an appropriate document to be uploaded.
Figure 6.10: Upload View
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6.2.1 Evaluation:
To evaluate the graphical user interface prototype we conducted usability tests using
volunteers with a general technological background. As with all Human Computer In-
teraction (HCI) research, recruiting subjects was a challenge, but we were eventually
able to recruit fifteen subjects to participate in the study, two females and thirteen
males aged 19 to 53 years old. Our method of recruitment was via a department-wide
email to graduate and undergraduate students in Computer Science at the University
of Wisconsin-Milwaukee (U.W.M).
The fifteen recruited subjects were 13 graduate and 2 undergraduate students
at U.W.M. The selection process recruited subjects who had no experience, little
experience, and experts using version control systems, and thus the tests will attempt
to reflect a true sample of the overall user base. All participants could be considered
to be potential primary users of version control system.
The usability test was designed using a semi-structured format in which partic-
ipants interacted with our prototype and were asked to perform a series of tasks
relating to different use cases. The usability tasks are described in Appendix A.
In developing the scenarios and tasks for the usability test, our main goal was to
understand the ease of use of our user interface prototype and whether the system
helps the primary system users easily perform the most frequent tasks and access the
versioning data.
During the usability tests, we did not describe the purpose of each visual com-
ponent; rather, we observed the participant’s ability to infer the purposes based on
their interaction with the interface. If a participant asked a question during the test
that would warrant a functional explanation, the question was tabled until the end
of the test. Once the participant completed each of the required tasks (or declined to
finish a task), we provided answers for functional questions we had declined to answer
during the test. After the participant’s questions had been answered, the participant
was asked to complete a short questionnaire regarding the different interfaces they
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interacted with.
At the start of the usability test, we greeted the participant, led the participant
to a predefined location, and briefly introduced the facilitator (the author) and the
purpose of the test. Before starting each test, each participant was given an IRB
informed consent form outlining the purpose, benefits, and risks of the study. The
IRB informed consent described in Appendix A.
The Usability study was designed to test the prototype’s functionality, and ease
of use as the performed seven (7) scenarios composed of between 2 and 6 tasks. A
narrative description of the scenarios and their tasks can be seen in Appendix A.
The seven core scenarios in addition to an ad-hoc scenario deemed a useful addi-
tion after initial test design, encompass all of the prototype views. In each Scenario,
the first task addresses how the subjects initially interact with the prototype through
the Upload View.
• The first scenario contains eight tasks that pertain to both general collaborator
contribution on a Version-Aware SVG image (updating, adding, and deleting)
information and specific XML element contributions associated with each col-
laborator. This scenario applies to interaction with Collaborators View.
• The second scenario contains two tasks that pertain to the order of revisions
based on the time that each revision committed. This scenario applies to in-
teraction with Timeline View.
• The third scenario contains two tasks that pertain to the order of revisions
based on the number of modifications made in each revision. This scenario
applies to interaction with Timeline View.
• The fourth scenario contains three tasks that pertain to collaborators’ locations
and the distribution of the collaborators. This scenario applies to interaction
with Geography View.
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• The fifth scenario contains three tasks that pertain to revisions management by
deleting a revision or clearing the entire revision history. This scenario applies
to interaction with Revision Management View.
• The sixth scenario contains two tasks that pertain to the XML structure of the
SVG image. This scenario applies to interaction with Document Tree View.
• The seventh scenario contains three tasks that pertain to determining the
lengths and number of changes that have been made to each XML element
in an SVG. This scenario applies to interaction with Components View.
The additional ad-hoc scenario that was added contains one task that pertains
to how the subjects interacted with the system to visualize the changes that have
been made from one revision to another. This scenario applies to interaction with
Revision History View.
6.2.2 Evaluation Results:
The key findings from the usability tests, with an emphasis on areas of improvement
we can make to our user interface prototype were:
• Overall, the participants had a positive reaction to the prototype.
• Participants managed to complete 90 percent of the seven scenarios’ tasks.
• Almost all participants understood our prototype and its purpose right away.
• The wording in the Managing Revisions View was frustrating for most of the
participants.
• Participants found the ability to see the changes that had been made from one
revision to another in a visual way as a good feature.
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• For the Document Tree View, users were prone to not realize the availability of
the tooltip. There was also a loading glitch that would require a user to move
the cursor to the visualization area before the tree was displayed.
• Six participants suggested that we should have some kind of help button to
provide information about what should they do and to learn how to interact
with different visualization controls.
• The views theme (font styles, color scheme, and visual components position-
ing) received mixed reviews. Some participants had positive comments on the
theme, while others were not fond of it.
• Having a navigation bar to switch between views on each page was well-received.
• Participants liked that they could continue navigating between different views
without going back to the main menu page.
• There is a need to review the Collaborator Action View. Four participants
suggested that they like to see collaborators information in a tabular fashion
in addition to donut charts.
• Five users found the Components View difficult to understand upon first seeing
it.
• After the users spent two to three minutes exploring the Components View,
they finished the tasks successfully. This may be due to the new visualization
technique of the brush, but this certainly should be addressed.
• Color codes used were very helpful for most of the participants, two participants
found difficulties to distinguish between adjacent colors in the legends.
At the conclusion of each subject’s usability test, the subject was provided with
a paper-based questionnaire. The questionnaire questions are described in Appendix
B.
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The goal of the questionnaire was to obtain quantitative feedback from the sub-
jects, as the results from the usability test itself was primarily qualitative in nature.
The majority of the survey questions were written according to the following five-
point Likert-type scale:
(5) Strongly Agree (4) Agree (3) Neutral (2) Disagree (1) Strongly Disagree
The subjects were allowed to select “N/A” to allow for the possibility that the sub-
jects did not experience what we were inquiring about or they found the question
not clear enough to answer.
The questionnaire was comprised of fourteen (14) questions in three main question
categories. The upload page category (5 questions) and interface design category (7
questions) were designed to find out how participants felt about specific aspects of
our prototype interface. The feedback category concluded the survey with two open-
ended questions to obtain additional qualitative feedback from the subjects.
After the evaluations with the participants have been completed, we analyzed and
interpreted the results from the post questionnaire. For each question, we assigned
values on a 1-5 scale to each response in order to report a single average response for
each question. Converting the results to a single number helped us do comparisons,
contrasts and reasons about questions in the questionnaire. Since some of the ques-
tions were not related to every subject/participant, the total number of respondents
for each question is reported in both Figure 6.11 and Figure 6.12.
Figure 6.11 shows that subjects responded very positively about our prototype.
The subjects reported less satisfaction on the placement of the error messages on
the page (Question 3), loading animation while uploading the document (Question
4), and feedback about redirecting to the next page (Question 5) compared to the
other Upload page related questions with averaging score 4.50, 4.45, and 4.30 respec-
tively on a 5 point scale assessing. While participants supports that placement of
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the upload control in the page and the error feedback messages received have a very
good design (questions 1 and 2 got an averaged 4.73 and 5.0 respectively). This data
suggests that the participants were less satisfied with the placement of the error mes-
sages on the page, loading animation while uploading the document, and feedback
about redirecting to the next page than other measured features in the upload page
interface.
Figure 6.11: Average agreement with questions for Upload page Interface (1 =
strongly disagree; 5 = strongly agree)
Figure 6.12 shows that subjects responded very positively about our prototype.
The subjects reported lower satisfaction of the look and feel of the theme used across
pages (Question 1), placement of the buttons on the main page interface (Question
2), and using/looking at the donut chart to convey required information (Question
4) compared to the other interface design related questions with averaging score 4.13,
4.40, and 4.27 respectively on a 5 point scale assessing. While participants supports
that the navigation menu feature was helpful (Question 3), the the tooltip feature
was useful to covey more information (Question 5), the layout on each page was a
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good choice (Question 6), and overall, they did find our prototype user interface easy
to use (Question 7). Questions 3, 5, 6, and 7 got an averaged 4.60, 4.53, 4.46, and
5.0 respectively. This data suggests that the participants has lower satisfaction for
backgrounds colors and the placement of the main menu buttons. It also suggests
they does not prefer using donut charts to read the visualized information, instead
the users made comments that they prefer a tabular format instead to show the data.
Figure 6.12: Average agreement with questions for interface design (1 = strongly
disagree; 5 = strongly agree)
Based on the results of the usability tests and questionnaire, we plan to incorpo-
rate the following enhancements, grouped by scope, to our prototype in the future.
• All views
– Change the look and feel of the main menu view, so it is larger and clearer
to the user.
– Change the wording of multiple buttons to better communicate their pur-
pose.
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– Adding more system messages to better inform the user of acceptable
behavior. For example, “You should hover your cursor on the sectors of
the donut chart to get more information”.
– Consider color codes for people who have color blindness.
– Create help documentation and tutorials. Determine how such documen-
tation should be accessed, viewed, and searched.
• Document Tree View
– Change the Document Tree View to draw the tree immediately when the
user activates this page, so that the user does not need to move the cursor
into the visualization area to make the tree visible.
• Collaborator Action View
– Add a tabular visualization of collaborators information in addition to the
donut charts so users can find the best way to read the information.
• Geography View
– Add visible controls for zooming the map to zoom in and zoom out to be
more obvious for the user. In the prototype, zooming has supported using
the scroll mouse and many participants didn’t realize this possibility.
• Upload View
– Ensure that the upload button is inactive until the user chooses a valid
document to be visualized.
• Revision Management View
– After deleting, provide clear feedback on whether the operation was suc-
cessful or not.
– Find a more intuitive icon for version deletion.
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We think that our usability test has room for improvement, but, we also thought
the results from our participants were positive. Evaluating the results confirmed
one of our main goals in the design and building our prototype: to enhance the
user experience of accessing revision information from a VCS. In contrast, [44, 65,
50, 51, 66] did not conduct any usability evaluation for the effectiveness of their
visualization techniques, leaving a question as to the qualitative value a user would
place on interfacing with their systems.
The ability to manage version control systems revision via a graphical user in-
terface which provides an easily accessible way for collaborators and administrators
to manage the revisions regardless of technical expertise was considered a key part
in our prototype. Accomplishing this task sets our prototype in contrast with the
solutions presented in the literature, of which none had this feature present.
With the rapid release of emerging technologies at present, along with the ever
present security threat of the modern world, security awareness and protecting one’s
sensitive data has become an essential part of an individual’s life habits. In our effort
to raise security awareness, our Revision History View clearly and visually indicates
whether a revision’s integrity is valid or not. This visual feature is lacking in the
current state-of-the-art.
It is sometimes tricky to unite ease of use and complexity of data, but our user
study participants reported that they found our graphical user interface prototype
intuitive to use due to our reliance on conventional representations of the data. Using
the design principle “Do not let me think” [62] laid a good ground rule to the design of
a graphical interface, and we think it led to better evaluation results. We understand
that maintaining the ease of use of the user interface is not always possible, as it
depends upon the system complexity domains. However, we think that our user
studies provided evidence on how real users interacted with our prototype.
A desire for portability and maintenance led us to build our visualization pro-
totype as a Web application. Both Xia and SeeSoft tools [45, 65] are Windows
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applications, therefore porting their applications to different platforms cannot be
easily done compared to our web-based prototype.
Our prototype allowed for the filtering and sorting of the data, thus providing a
granularity of detail. With contrast to our work, both [50, 66] have not provided
filtering and sorting feature.
Using relatively small Version-Aware XML documents to test our prototype was
a limitation of our testing. In our future designs, we intend to test our prototype
with real-world large VCS repositories and re-evaluate our prototype with the en-
hancements we determined necessary in Section 6.2.2.
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Chapter 7
Contributions and Conclusions
We have shown a set of new ways to use version control techniques to enhance the
security and performance of other applications.
We have already implemented our proposed integrity framework and the XML
Unique ID generator, integrating both together in an XML editor that mimics the
characteristics of EHR applications. We have also implemented our framework on
MS Word documents.
We have defined a sufficient set of requirements that should exist in any modern
version control visualization tool. We implemented an interactive graphical user
interface that meets these requirements. Our prototype provides an easy way for
users to understand and manage version control data.
We used Version-Aware technology to enhance the performance of the APEX
framework. Our approach reduced the time needed to evaluate security policies
when exposure operations are requested, especially for large documents.
The main contributions of this dissertation’s research are:
• Our eAPEX solution improved the performance of the secure dynamic pol-
icy enforcement infrastructure (APEX), specifically improving its performance
when dynamic policies are applied to large documents.
• Our secure framework for XML documents improves security for oﬄine (Word)
documents and their provenance. It provides persistent integrity and tampering
detection as well as provides tools for doing forensics. Our approach provides
an extensive document history with author signatures at each step.
• Our visualization prototype takes steps to improve users’ understanding of
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version control data. It may also improve the efficiency of collaboration on
documents while promoting security awareness.
• Our mathematical analysis used to determine the optimal unique ID length
for Version-Aware documents that enhances human readability and reduces
storage requirements.
We would like to investigate and consider the applicability of our proposed frame-
work to strengthen the quality of health care and avoid any life threatening conse-
quences in developing countries and remote geographical areas. We would also like to
explore our framework’s capacity to assist in times of crises, such as natural disasters,
when online services might be expensive or intermittent. For example, more than 7
million people lost internet services due to Hurricane Irma. In situations like this,
information technology applications in critical locations such as hospitals and police
stations should stay function . Failing to maintain data integrity of these applications
while operating oﬄine could lead to severe consequences.
In addition, we intend to pursue an application of our framework to the mili-
tary domain where internet may not be available on the front lines and maintaining
the integrity of information collected from, and relayed to, the field can mean the
difference between life and death.
As of now, our secure framework for XML documents does not protect against
the removal of the most recent revision. We are planning to develop a protocol that
addresses this issue by adopting a communication procedure that requires authors
to have some Internet/Cloud access at one point to push their revisions to a trusted
site or person.
We plan to support eAPEX as a plugin that can be integrated into applications
without modifying the underlying application in any way. An interesting example of
such an integration would be MS Word. Implementing eAPEX as a plug-in for the
Microsoft Word application would provide portability because the plug-in would be
attached to the document itself and it is going to be scalable because there are no
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fixed limits on the numbers of users who can collaborate in producing the document.
Finally, even though we felt the usability tests we conducted for our visualization
prototype were successful, our requirements and questionnaire were not perfect. In
response, we plan to revise the requirements and the survey questions, conduct ad-
ditional usability tests, and implement the enhancements listed in Section 6.2.2. We
also intend to conduct further evaluation on our visualization prototype with more
realistic documents such as Git and Concurrent Versions System (CVS) repositories.
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Scenarios, And Tasks
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Informed Consent 
UW - Milwaukee  
 
 
 
IRB Protocol Number: 18.062 
  
IRB Approval date: October 3, 2017 
 
Dear participant,  
 
You are invited to participate in a research study, entitled "Evaluation of a version-aware XML 
visualization prototype”. The study is being conducted by Ahmed Shatnawi and Prof. Ethan 
Munson at the University of Wisconsin - Milwaukee. 
 
The purpose of this research is to study the user experience while interacting with our user 
interface for a version-aware control system.  Approximately, 25 subjects will participate in this 
study.  If you agree to participate, you will be asked to complete certain tasks as example scenario 
is presented to you.  Using a scenario, I will ask you to complete tasks using the prototype 
interface.  I will be writing down your strategies for completing those tasks.  During the test, you 
may have questions for me.  I generally will be unable to answer your questions during the test.  
When we have completed all of the scenarios and tasks, I will address any questions that you 
raised during the test.  After all the questions have been answered, I will ask you to complete a 
short questionnaire about the prototype interface. This will take approximately 35 minutes of your 
time. 
 
Risks that you may experience from participating are considered minimal.  There are no costs for 
participating.  There are no benefits to you other than to further research.   
 
No identifying information will be collected.  Your responses will be treated as confidential and 
all reasonable efforts will be made so that no individual participant will be identified with his/her 
answers.  The research team will not make any identifiable information anywhere and all study 
results will be reported without identifying information so that no one viewing the results will 
ever be able to match you with your responses.  Data from this study will be saved on a 
networked, password-protected computer in a locked room (EMS 1010) until May 2018.  Only 
Prof. Ethan Munson and Ahmed Shatnawi will have access to your information.  However, the 
Institutional Review Board at UW-Milwaukee or appropriate federal agencies like the Office for 
Human Research Protections may review this study’s records.  
 
Your participation in this study is voluntary. You may choose not to take part in this study, or if 
you decide to take part, you can change your mind later and withdraw from the study. You are 
free to not answer any questions or withdraw at any time. Your decision will not change any 
present or future relationships with the University of Wisconsin Milwaukee. There are no known 
alternatives available to participating in this research study other than not taking part. 
  
If you have questions about the study or study procedures, you are free to contact the investigator 
at the address and phone number below. If you have questions about your rights as a study 
participant or complaints about your treatment as a research subject, contact the Institutional 
Review Board at 414-229-3173 or irbinfo@uwm.edu. 
 
To voluntarily agree to take part in this study, you must be 18 years of age or older.  By signing 
the consent form, you are giving your consent to voluntarily participate in this research project. 
 
 Thank you! 
 
Ahmed Shatnawi 
Milwaukee, WI 53211 
571-502-3179 
shatnaw3@uwm.edu 
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The below are the scenarios provided to the participants. Each scenario has sev-
eral tasks that we asked the participants to complete using our prototype interface.
Scenario 1:
“You are collaborating oﬄine on an SVG image (will be provided for the participant)
with a group of people, and you need to know who worked previously on the SVG
image, who are the collaborator/s who added, deleted, and updated content in the
document(SVG image). Please rely on our prototype to answer these questions”
Task 1.
Upload the SVG image “drawing.svg” file from the desktop to be processed and vi-
sualize the revision history.
Task 2.
“You are automatically redirected to the Visualization Views page. Which view will
you choose to answer the question stated in the main scenario?”
Task 3.”
“[If Collaborators Actions view page selected, start with this.] Who are the collabo-
rators who changed content in the document? Can you list them? How many unique
components each collaborator changed?”
Task 4.
“”[If Collaborators Actions view page selected, start with this.] Who are the col-
laborators who deleted content in the document? Can you list them? How many
components each collaborator deleted?”
Task 5.
”[If Collaborators Actions view page selected, start with this.] Who are the col-
laborators who updated content in the document? Can you list them? How many
components each collaborator updated?”
Task 6.
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“[If Collaborators Actions view page selected, start with this.] Who are the col-
laborators who added content in the document? Can you list them? How many
components each collaborator added?”
Scenario 2:
“You are collaborating on the same SVG image provided in the previous scenario,
and you need to know what is the timeline of revisions made by all collaborators on
top of the SVG image.”
Task 1
“Which view will you choose to answer the question stated in the main scenario?”
Task 2.
“[If sorted revisions view page selected, start with this.] What is the latest revision
made on the document? What is the ascending order of revisions based on the time
each revision made? Can you list them in ascending order?”
Scenario 3:
“You are collaborating on the same SVG image provided in the previous scenarios,
and you need to know what is the order of revisions made on the document based
on the number of modifications made per revision.”
Task 1.
“Which view you will choose to answer the question stated in the main scenario?”
Task 2.
“”[If sorted revisions view page selected, start with this.] What is the revision that
has the highest number of modifications? What is the ascending order of revisions
based on the number of modifications made in each revision?”
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Scenario 4:
“You are collaborating on the same SVG image provided in the previous scenarios,
and you need to know the collaborators’ geographical locations.”
Task 1.
“Which view will you choose to answer the question stated in the main scenario?”
Task 2.
“[If collaborators locations map view page selected, start with this.] Where are the
locations the document edited in?”
Task 3.
“”[If collaborators locations map view page selected, start with this.] Can you tell
whether multiple editors made changes from the same geographical location?”
Scenario 5:
“You are collaborating on the same SVG image provided in the previous Scenarios,
and you need to manage revisions by deleting a revision or even clear the whole re-
vision history.”
Task 1.
“Which view will you choose to answer the question stated in the main scenario?”
Task 2.
“”[If Manage revisions view page selected, start with this.] Can you just delete all
the revisions’ records?”
Task 3.
“”[If Manage revisions view page selected, start with this.] Can you revert the changes
made on the document and delete the versioning record?”
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Scenario 6:
“You are collaborating on the same SVG image provided in the previous scenarios,
and you need to see the SVG XML tree hierarchy of the image.”
Task 1.
“Which view will you choose to answer the question stated in the main scenario?”
Task 2.
“”[If document tree view page selected, start with this.] What is the current parent
element in the SVG document?”
Scenario 7:
“You are collaborating on the same SVG image provided in the previous scenarios,
and you need to know the length of all of the component/s in the SVG image.”
Task 1.
“Which view will you choose to answer the question stated in the main scenario?”
Task 2.
“”[If SVG components view page selected, start with this.] Which component/node
has the longest length in characters?”
Task 3.
“[If SVG components view page selected, start with this.] Which component/node
has been changed the most?”
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Appendix B: Post-Study Questionnaire
The following are the official questions that participants were asked via the post-test
questionnaire.
The Upload page Interface:
Q1- I like the placement of the upload control in the page.
Strongly Agree Agree Neutral Disagree Strongly Disagree N/A
Q2- I like the error feedback received when I press upload button without selecting
a file.
Strongly Agree Agree Neutral Disagree Strongly Disagree N/A
Q3- I like the placement of the error messages on the page.
Strongly Agree Agree Neutral Disagree Strongly Disagree N/A
Q4- I like that loading animation while uploading the document.
Strongly Agree Agree Neutral Disagree Strongly Disagree N/A
Q5- I like that the feedback about redirecting to the next page.
Strongly Agree Agree Neutral Disagree Strongly Disagree N/A
Interface Design
Q1- I like the look and feel of the theme across pages?
Strongly Agree Agree Neutral Disagree Strongly Disagree N/A
Q2- I like the placement of the buttons on the main page interface.
Strongly Agree Agree Neutral Disagree Strongly Disagree N/A
Q3- I like the navigation menu feature.
Strongly Agree Agree Neutral Disagree Strongly Disagree N/A
Q4- I like using/looking at the donut chart to convey the required information clearly
Strongly Agree Agree Neutral Disagree Strongly Disagree N/A
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Q5- I like the tooltip feature and I found it useful.
Strongly Agree Agree Neutral Disagree Strongly Disagree N/A
Q6- I like the layout on each page.
Strongly Agree Agree Neutral Disagree Strongly Disagree N/A
Q7- Overall, did you find our prototype user interface easy to use?
yes No
Q8- Why?
Other Suggestions
If you have any other suggestions for this prototype interface, please write them here.
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